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Introduction / Background 
Information about Penn Relays 

The Penn Relays is an annual, three day track and field event which attracts about 100,000 
attendees each year (Johnson).  Large sporting events of this nature tend to promote a culture of 
consumption, disposables, and waste. However, with this many people coming to Penn’s campus 
over three days, there is also enormous opportunity for outreach and education. 
 
Project Goals 

Our primary goals of this project were to minimize (with the intention to eventually 
eliminate) the use of disposable plastic water bottles as well as to effectively divert recyclables and 
organics from going to landfills with municipal solid waste (MSW). 

We wanted to establish an efficient water-filling system to allow for the use of small 
recyclable cups rather than water bottles.  We also decided that we would need to initiate a three-way 
waste disposal setup (separate bins for landfill trash, recyclables, and compostable food items) in key 
areas to make sure waste streams were properly separated.  We realized that both of these 
components would need to be monitored by volunteers for maximum efficacy. 

 
Information about water bottles and waste 

In 2017, 13,200 water bottles were donated for use at the Penn Relays.  This presents a 
major environmental hazard and logistical challenge when it comes to waste disposal. Business 
Insider proclaims that the production of plastic water bottles consumes around 17 million barrels of 
oil annually, and it takes three times as much water to make the bottle than it does to fill it. 
Moreover, disposable water bottles are made of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastic which, if 
not properly recycled, can cause damaging pollution of waterways, contaminated soils, and harm to 
wildlife health as it degrades (Parker). 

Most of the 13,200 water bottles were not fully consumed.  Athletes coming off of the track 
would take a few sips and throw down what was left in the 16 oz bottles.  Because these bottles were 
not usually empty, they could not be recycled without being drained.  As a result, most of these 
partially full bottles were disposed of with trash and sent to a landfill or incinerator rather than being 
recycled. 

Historically, waste disposal at the Penn Relays has not successfully capitalized on diversion 
opportunities, resulting in large quantities of waste  as well as high contamination rates in the 
recycling stream.  According to a 2010 waste audit carried out by a local consulting company, 
approximately 35 percent of material deposited in recycling bins was actually contamination.  As 
recycling plants will not accept highly contaminated materials, most of the recyclables were likely 



disposed of with municipal solid waste (MSW).  Additionally, over 50 percent of the material in the 
trash receptacles was food, napkins, paper, or food service packaging.  This emphasizes the need for 
an option to divert organic food waste as well as a more sustainable waste stream to eliminate 
packaging from the trash. 
 
Key stakeholders (incl. partners) 

a. Keith Maurer, Assistant Director, Penn Athletics 
b. Aramark 
c. Ross Leiman, Supervisor, Penn Housekeeping 
d. Craig Roncace, Manager, Penn Urban Parks 
e. Ken Neborak, Supervisor, Urban Parks 
f. Gail Rosati, Organic Diversion (compost hauler) 
g. Julian Goresko, Sustainability Manager, Penn Sustainability Office 

 
Research methodology 

Due to the once per year nature of the Penn Relays, we weren’t able to conduct any 
extensive or representative field trials, but took other steps to prepare ourselves for the project 
design and execution. 

 
Other “Zero Waste” Events  

We started by looking to other institutions which are able to implement successful “zero 
waste” models at comparable events.  We identified the city of Philadelphia’s partnership with 
Philacycle to make the Broad Street Run a zero-waste event and the former Eco-Reps project which 
temporarily transitioned the Palestra to zero-waste.  We looked to these events to see what they were 
doing which could help us with our projects.  We held a meeting with Kyle Lewis who works for the 
city on the Broad Street Run.  Major takeaways from that meeting included: 

● They use temporary three-way waste receptacles with covered tops which indicate which 
waste type goes where. 

● They have an extensive volunteer network which they recruit by offering to sign off on 
community service hours for those who need it, by offering food to volunteers, and by 
giving each volunteer a hoodie sweatshirt. 

● They have two tiers of volunteers.  They train a core group of volunteers in the days before 
the event to expand their impact and make sure everything ran smoothly on the day of. 
These volunteers are responsible for getting the other volunteers to their stations, making 
sure that there aren’t  any problems, and serve as a primary point of contact if any volunteers 
questions.  They are also more educated on the nature of the waste diversion, so they are 
able to clarify for other volunteers which bin an ambiguous item should go in. 

● They use compostable water cups which are accepted in the thousands by Saul High School.   
 



The Palestra initiatives were described to us as less impactful.  The explanation we received 
was that food at athletic events is more expensive, so people typically eat it all, and there was little 
food waste as a result. Recycling was still improved, but there was less success dealing with 
food-contaminated packaging, which was the majority of the waste.  During this project, Athletics 
Eco-Reps worked with both Penn Athletics and Aramark to affect what products were used in 
packaging, opting for recyclable options where possible. 

Since the city was responsive and successful in their event, we decided to volunteer at the 
Philadelphia Marathon in November (11/19/17) to work with the Philacycle system.  While we were 
there, we realized 3 key things: 

1. The waste stream provided challenges.  The products they chose, specifically in regards to 
the snacks and food provided after the race, were not easy to dispose of. 

2. The shifts were very long which caused volunteers to lose interest and energy. 
3. The leader volunteers were friendly, but not exceptionally helpful.  They could have been 

more organized in setting up the shifts and should have been more knowledgeable about the 
waste stream. 

We incorporated these observations into our own planning for the Penn Relays events. 
 
Planning 

● Water Filtration 
We wanted to design a station at which the 10 gallon water coolers could be filled 

and then carted across the field.  It would hook up to the water on the track from the 
Steeple Chase and prevent us from needing to move coolers across the track during the 
races.  However, after finalizing a design, we found a cheaper, existing alternative.  We used 
the Water Bar water filler from US Pure Water to serve this purpose.  It worked very well 
and did the same thing we had hoped to accomplish, but saved us the time and money of 
building one. 

● Working with Sponsors--Smaller Water Bottles 
Instead of having Coke donate 13,000 16oz water bottles, we were able to convince 

them to donate 12 ounce water bottles instead.  This way, even if the bottles were to be 
used, there would be less plastic and water waste, and it would be more likely for athletes to 
drink the whole bottle, allowing for proper recycling. 

● Triplicate Bin System 
We were able to borrow 12 sets of SCA bins (Image ##), which we saw at the 

Philadelphia Marathon, directly from the city.  These were sets of three bins to divide landfill 
waste, recyclables, and compost.  We planned to place some of these in the vendor area 
outside the stadium as well as in Rockwell Gym to collect waste from meals served to Relays 
Officials throughout the day. 

   



● Volunteer Recruitment   
Leading up to the event, we reached out to contacts in the Student Sustainability 

Association at Penn (SSAP) as well as student athletics groups, service fraternities and 
organizations, and sustainability groups at Drexel (Table ##).  We used a Google form to 
collect contact information and availability. 

● Volunteer Training--Group Leaders 
We held two weekend training sessions for Group Leaders to introduce them to the 

workings of our project and prepare them to take initiative during the relays.  We 
incentivized attendance by providing lunch.   

● Incentives 
We designed and bulk-ordered hats for volunteers to identify themselves during the 

Penn Relays.  We did not incorporate a date into this design to ensure that extras could be 
used in future years rather than go to waste.  We chose hats over other uniform items (for 
example, t-shirts) due to their novelty and predicted likelihood to be re-worn later.  We also 
had food vouchers for volunteers to use after their shifts as well as credentials that 
volunteers could use to visit the races when they were not working. 

● Publicity 
We utilized Facebook in the week leading up to the event to not only recruit 

volunteers, but to raise awareness of our project.  Additionally, we contacted staff at the 
Daily Pennsylvanian to have an article written about our initiatives.  We met with a writer in 
the week before the event to outline our process and aspirations for the Relays.  He 
interviewed our Eco-Reps team, and an article was published online and in print later that 
week. 

 
During the Event 

● Day 1 
All volunteers arrived slightly before the start of the races, and at least two of us 

were on site at any given time.  We also had support from Julian Goresko, Elizabeth Main, 
and Maddy Schuh in the Penn Sustainability Office, but we found that we almost had too 
many people coordinating/overseeing.  Our Group Leaders were helpful because of their 
knowledge, but they were largely needed at stations due to volunteers not showing up for 
shifts.  We ended up having Leaders at stations throughout the weekend.  In future years, we 
should make sure to clearly articulate the need for leaders to be flexible and fill in where 
needed. 

● Day 2 
We learned from Day 1 when we had all volunteers arrive early and subsequently 

stand around waiting to be needed.  We had only two volunteers arrive at 8:00 am to handle 
the breakfast waste in Rockwell, and the rest of the volunteers arrived slightly later at 8:45 
am. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc5d8tSGJjdCGW1ZxlyZEeEWgFM-NLS_RAgBYMAyFcx2vXsGQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PpjUQLku0QRf9VC8pw7K8g14bakrsoSzK0QG46mws0Q


We also made sure to check in regularly with volunteers in the vendor area because 
this tended to be very slow going/boring.  We made efforts to offer ample breaks and 
snacks to “bin-duty” volunteers.  Additionally, we tried to switch volunteers between 
positions to make sure nobody got stuck at a bin for the entire 2 hours while others were on 
the finish line. 

● Day 3 
Day 3 ran very similarly to Day 2, with staggered arrival for morning volunteers and 

switching people mid-shift to keep spirits high.  We experienced some difficulty with shift 
transitions because volunteers couldn’t get in with their penncards without event credentials 
(they were able to on Thurs and Fri).  We needed to meet volunteers outside of the gates to 
get them inside. 

 
Key findings 
How much food waste we diverted 

Hauls on Thursday and Friday cumulatively amounted to 520 pounds of food diverted from 
landfill.  Saturday’s food waste was improperly disposed of by the Urban Parks staff and was not put 
in the compost toters.  Even so, landfill waste from the weekend came to 9.48 tons, making our 520 
pounds (0.26 tons) of food waste diverted about 2.7% of the measurable  waste generated.  Our 
diversion rate was likely much higher than this given that we do not have values for recycling. 
Recyclables were not not collected or measured separately for Penn Relays due to the operational 
system in place and were instead collected along with recyclables from the campus as a whole. This 
left us with no way to separate recyclables from the Penn Relays with recyclables from other 
buildings and locations on campus. 

 
How many coolers we filled (water bottles we didn’t use) 

We conservatively estimate that we served 550 gallons, or 70,400 ounces, of water over three 
days.  This is the volume of water contained in 4,400 standard sized (16 ounce) water bottles.  We 
effectively eliminated the use of at least  this many bottles during the events.  However, at Relays, 
most bottles are not fully consumed before disposal.  If the average runner coming off the field 
drinks half of the water (an anecdotally high estimate), then we saved closer to 8,800 water bottles 
from being used and improperly disposed of. 
 
Evaluation of results 
Feedback from Organic Diversion on food waste 

The compost collection was contaminant free on Thursday and Friday, exceeding 
expectations from our hauler.  However, Saturday’s haul was not correctly disposed of.  Instead, it 
was hauled with MSW to landfill. 
 
   



Feedback from volunteers (survey) 
99 people signed up on our form to volunteer, and 4 more signed up after we closed the 

form.  A few people cancelled in the days leading up to the event, and several people didn’t show up 
for their shifts or training. In the midst of a chaotic and busy event, accurate attendance was not 
taken.  Despite cancellations and no-shows, we had impressive turnout and generally an adequate 
volunteer force on site throughout the event. 

We sent out a survey to everyone who volunteered with us, and 21 out of the original 99 
responded. Survey results indicated that: 

1. 90.5% of respondents thought they were signed up for the “perfect”  number of shifts, with 
only one person who thought they had too many shifts and one who thought they had too 
few (see Table 4) 

2. In response to the question, “What was your primary incentive for volunteering?” people 
answered that they were motivated to promote sustainability (76%), by the opportunity to 
attend the Penn Relays (67%), or by the material incentives including the hat and food 
(33%).  Other options were offered for this question but were not highly selected. 

3. Twelve respondents answered to our optional question which asked them to include 
something they learned through volunteering, and responses ranged from facts about waste 
disposal to admiration of the scale of the project to surprise at the ignorance of some 
attendees. 

4. Thirteen people left us comments and suggestions for future years including that they would 
like to see more organization on the part of the coordinators and Group Leaders as well as 
more transparency in what volunteering would involve (we were intentionally vague on this 
count to get people to show up--we feared that advertising that people would be on “bin 
duty” would make them more likely to skip shifts) 

5. Seventeen respondents indicated that they would like to receive a copy of our final report. 
 
Recommendations for future projects  
Future Penn Relays 

1. *Expand the composting operation to capture more waste. 
We could use Bennett Compost for napkins and compostable paper products which 

are not accepted in the Organic Diversion stream.  This year, we initially decided to use 
Organic Diversion over Bennett Compost for our food waste because we anticipated more 
meat offerings by food vendors at the Relays.  We weighed this against the ability of Bennett 
to accept paper and decided that meat might be more common.  In the vendor area, there 
was not much meat waste, but most “paper products” were actually plastic-lined, making 
them non-compostable and non-recyclable.  In Rockwell Gym, however, based on visual 
assessment, it appeared that paper products may have been more common than meat waste. 
Aramark used compostable paper plates most days, so these would have all been captured by 
Bennett’s system.  It might make sense to place Bennett bins in the gym in addition to  the 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSct-HnupUns2kU37NyusXbGiozTDTfSNQ9rOYalYhD8BOE3CA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://www.bennettcompost.com/weekly-composting#free-trial


Organic Diversion bins in order to collect soiled paper products.  Maintaining Organic 
Diversion and using both will still allow us to capture meat while also maintaining a degree 
of consistency across all areas during the event, but would be more costly. 

2. Use a more streamlined process for managing volunteers. 
This year, we used a Google form to collect volunteer availability (Appendix Item 1). 

Rather than have people sign up for shifts this way, we collected “availability” for all shifts 
and then assigned shifts where needed to avoid having uneven distribution over the event. 
This was very time consuming.   

Next year, we should use a “ticket purchase” system to have volunteers sign up for 
shifts.  If we use a website we can “sell” tickets for each shift with a limited number available 
for each time, ensuring we get volunteers distributed over each shift.   

Ex: have 10 tickets available for each shift, once 10 students have “bought” 
that shift, it will be “sold out” and they will need to sign up for a shift which 
is still available 

EventBrite’s “Professional” ticket selling account looks like it would work for this, 
and it is free to use to “sell” free tickets.  This tool will allow volunteers to check out with 
the shifts they want, and we will be able to just input that information directly into a 
schedule.  If we limit the number available for each slot, they will be “sold out” once we 
have that shift covered, and people will be prompted to sign up for a time where we still 
need help 

3. *Have a water filling station available to attendees. 
The station was easy to operate, but perhaps too high-pressure for use with 

individual water bottles.  We should investigate a similar water station option to use in the 
vendor areas, as all of the beverage options at the event were bottled water or soft drinks. 
This would allow us to further reduce waste at the event as well as encourage healthier 
choices by attendees. 

4. *Eliminate the large, open top trash and recycling bins. 
Poorly labeled and un-marked temporary trash and recycling bins were placed all 

over the vendor areas.  These should not be used in future years, and the same bins (SCA or 
other) should be used instead.  Even if compost cannot be collected at unmonitored bins, 
having paired trash and recycling containers which are visually consistent with the triplicate 
sets would improve the likelihood of proper waste separation and improve our diversion 
efforts. 

5. *Purchase our own bin sets. 
If we purchase our own bins, we can label more explicitly what types of materials are 

accepted in each stream.  (Ex: food waste ONLY instead of “compost” which is ambiguous 
and will confuse even knowledgeable or well intentioned attendees.)  We should look into 
SCA bins or the ones they use in the Palestra. 

https://www.eventbrite.com/organizer/packages/?origin=create&referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.eventbrite.com%2Forganizer%2Foverview%2F
https://www.clearstreamrecycling.com/Portable-Recycling-Waste-Containers-s/156.htm


6. Develop a way to measure recycling collection from the Relays so that we can get a more 
comprehensive summary of our diversion. 

7. Measure water used. 
We should investigate water systems which might measure how much water has 

flowed.  This would allow us to more accurately track the volume of water used and 
eliminate inefficiencies of counting/estimating how full each cooler was. 

8. Conduct a waste audit. 
After the event, we should choose a few bins (some in Rockwell, some monitored in 

vendor area, some unmonitored in vendor area) and measure contamination. 
9. Improve the utility of the Volunteer Feedback Survey. 

Asking volunteers if they “would volunteer again” another year or for a similar waste 
reduction initiative would be a good indicator of volunteer satisfaction.   
*These measures could be applied to other large events held on campus. 

 
   



Appendix: Relevant Resources and Data 
 

  
Image 1:  The SCA bins we borrowed for the event. 
 

Group Name  Contact Name  Contact Email 
Contact 
Position 

Notes 
Number of 

students 
(out of 100) 

Student 
Sustainability 
Association at 
Penn (SSAP)  Hannah Sanders  hansan@sas.upenn.edu 

Co-Chair of 
SSAP 

She is no longer serving as 
Co-Chair. Jose Maciel 
(maciel.jose.a@gmail.com) 
will be Co-Chair in Fall 2018.  44 

PennCAP  Matthew Armes  marmes@upenn.edu      11 

Penn Sports 
Keith Maurer  maurer@upenn.edu 

Assistant 
Director, Penn 
Athletics 

Keith reached out to 
influencers in athletics to 
reach students.  14 

Alphia Phi Omega 
Fraternity (APO)          9 

Earth and 
Environmental 

Science 
Department 

(EES)  Maria Andrews  mandrews2@sas.upenn.edu 

Associate 
Director of 
Undergraduate 
Programs 

She sent out an email to all of 
the undergrads in EES.  N/A 

Daily 
Pennsylvanian 

Michel Liu  lium@dailypennsylvanian.com  Editor 
Establishing a meaningful 
connection with the DP was 
time consuming--start this 
early!  N/A Bernie Rodgers  bernie0319@gmail.com  Writer 

Table 1:  Student groups contacted for volunteer recruitment 
View the full volunteer “Penn Relays Group Leader + Volunteer Sign Up” Google Form here.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc5d8tSGJjdCGW1ZxlyZEeEWgFM-NLS_RAgBYMAyFcx2vXsGQ/viewform?usp=sf_link


 
 

 
Image 2:  “Who told you about this opportunity?”  These key campus groups were represented by our volunteers at the 
Penn Relays. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Division  Contact Name  Contact Email  Position  Notes 

Athletics  Keith Maurer  maurer@upenn.edu  Assistant Director   

Housekeeping  Ross Leiman  rleiman@upenn.edu  Supervisor   

Urban Parks  Craig Roncace  croncace@upenn.edu  Manager   

Urban Parks  Ken Neborak  kennethn@upenn.edu  Supervisor   

Table 2:  University divisions contacted for infrastructure planning/internal stakeholders 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Group  Contact Name  Email  Notes 

Organic Diversion  Gail Rosati  gail@organicdiversion.com   

Bennett Composting  Tim Bennett  tim@bennettcompost.com 
We did not end up using Bennett 
Composting for our event this 
year. 

Aramark  "Brian"   
We did not directly communicate 
with Aramark this year. 

City of Philadelphia 

Nicolas Esposito  nicolas.esposito@phila.gov   
We met with Kyle, and Nicolas 
helped us to get in touch with her 
as well as to borrow SCA bins. Kyle Lewis  kyle.lewis@phila.gov 

Philabundance  Kait Bowdler  kbowdler@philabundance.org  Deputy Director of Sustainability 

Table 3:  External stakeholders 
 
 



 
Images 3-5:  Sample slides from “[Updated] Group Leader Presentation” 
View the rest of the presentation slides used for Volunteer Leader training here.   
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1PpjUQLku0QRf9VC8pw7K8g14bakrsoSzK0QG46mws0Q


https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b4YoQNlrogmueN9mE-mpjdvRSkBEk1Xxjx8gZVnb0Q0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b4YoQNlrogmueN9mE-mpjdvRSkBEk1Xxjx8gZVnb0Q0


 
Images 6-8:  Sample slides from our “Eco-Rep Final Presentation” 
View our full Final Presentation here. 
 
 
 
 
  leaders  volunteers 

max  7  5 

min  2  1 

median  5  2 

average  4.6  1.9 

 
Table 4:  Number of shifts worked by volunteers.  Each shift was 2 hours with 30 minutes of overlap between shifts (2 
consecutive shifts totaled 3 hours, 3 consecutive totaled 4.5, etc). 
View our Volunteer Feedback Survey here.   
 
 
   

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b4YoQNlrogmueN9mE-mpjdvRSkBEk1Xxjx8gZVnb0Q0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1b4YoQNlrogmueN9mE-mpjdvRSkBEk1Xxjx8gZVnb0Q0
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSct-HnupUns2kU37NyusXbGiozTDTfSNQ9rOYalYhD8BOE3CA/viewform?usp=sf_link
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